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Abstract: 

In this paper, we tend to propose a sturdy management strategy for reducing system frequency deviation, caused by load fluctuation 

and renewable sources, in a very sensible micro grid system with connected storage. Frequency deviations square measure related to 

renewable energy sources as a result of their inherent variability. During this work, we tend to contemplate a micro grid wherever fuel 

generators and renewable energy sources square measure combined with a fairly sized, quick acting battery -based storage system. we 

tend to develop sturdy management methods for frequency deviation reduction, despite the presence of serious (model) uncertainties. 

the benefits of our approach square measure illustrated by comparison system frequency deviation between the planned system 

(designed via synthesis) and also the system that uses governors and standard pelvic inflammatory disease management to deal with  

load and renewable energy supply transients. All the simulations square measure conducted within the Matlab™and 

Simulink™environment.  
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

 

Micro grids are primarily trendy, small-scale (electrical) power 

distribution systems. They afford varied advantages, like 

enhancing system irresponsibleness, reducing capital investment 

and carbon footprint, and diversifying energy sources [1]. Micro 

grids contain many generators, whose sizes could vary from 

many tens of kilowatts to a couple of megawatts [2]. They’re  

totally different from ancient centralized electricity networks 

that transmit huge amounts of power across long distances at 

terrib ly high voltages. However, they're the same as utility scale 

power distribution grids that generate, transmit  and regulate 

electricity to the buyer domestically. To enhance the potency of 

microgrids and to scale back fuel usage and pollution, renewable 

energy sources is also integrated with ancient microgrids. 

Renewable energy sources embody electrical phenomenon 

power, hydro power and alternative energy. The freeing of 

electricity markets worldwide brings new views for tiny power 

generation referred to as distributed generation (DG). W ithin the 

past few years, decigram technologies have attracted in 

providing energy solutions to some customers that square 

measure cheaper, environmental friendly and supply higher 

power quality or reliableness over standard power generation 

choices. Though, decigram contains a comparatively little  

fraction of the entire capacity; but, the penetration level is 

predicted to extend in future [1]. Among the renewable 

resources, wind energy and star electrical phenomenon have 

gained quality as a result of their inexhaustible environmental 

friendliness characteristic and quick development within the 

technology. to boot, electric cell (FC) additionally offers 

alternate energy resource; each electricity and warmth to its 

client. However, the irregularities in wind speed and radiation 

characteristics tend to serious operative drawback, thereby 

stability of isolated decigram system that is already a weak 

system. As a matter of reality, these resources got to be 

integrated together with some storage systems to create hybrid 

system (HS) for improved performance and higher co-

ordination, thereby min imizing indiv idual operative limitations 

[2]. Among the storage systems; battery energy storage system 

(BESS), regulator energy storage system (FESS), 

superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES).  

 

II. MICROGRID 

 

A microgrid  is a d iscrete energy system consisting of d istributed 

energy sources (including demand management, storage, and 

generation) and loads capable of operating in parallel with, or 

independently from, the main power g rid. The primary purpose 

is to ensure local, reliable, and affo rdable energy security for 

urban and rural communit ies, while also providing solutions for 

commercial, industrial, and federal government consumers. 

Benefits that extend to utilities and the community at large 

include lowering greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and lowering 

stress on the transmission and distribution system. Our work 

develops robust control strategies for both the battery and 

conventional generation systems, with controllers designed to 

minimize battery size while at the same time significantly 

reducing frequency variation, despite variable loads  in the 

microgrid, and the incorporation of a WTG source. Our 

controllers are designed to cope with load transients, WTG 

output fluctuations, model uncertainties and measurement 

noise/errors. They are compared with conventional PID control 

approaches, and it is shown that relat ively s mall amounts of 

storage can dramatically decrease frequency deviation, but only 

if saturation conditions are avoided by dynamically  coordinating 
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storage with other generation sources, using advanced Multi-

Input-Multi-Output (MIMO) control approaches. 

 
Figure.1. Multi-input-output 

 

Hybrid DG system modeling: 

The various energy resources; wind generator, diesel engine 

generator and fuel cell are integrated along with energy storage 

units to form a hybrid DG system. The intermittency in  wind 

speed due to unpredictable variation may reduce the capacity of 

the energy storage units. Hence FC is integrated is such DG 

system along with the energy storage units like SMES and UC to 

overcome the stability related issues. 

 

Super-conducting magnetic energy storage (S MES) : A SMES 

unit consists of a large superconducting coil at the cryogenic 

temperature. An SMES unit has the ability to follow system load 

changes almost instantaneously which provides for conventional 

generating units to operate at constant output. It has the 

capability to dampen out low frequency power oscillat ions and 

to stabilize system frequency as a result of system transients. 

The transfer functions of the storage systems FESS and BESS.  

In order to min imize the frequency deviation ( ), a mathemat ical 

model is used for system analysis and controller design. This 

model consists of three parts: conventional generator (CG), 

storage  

 

System (SS) and Wind Turbine Generator (WTG).  

 
Figure.2.Conventional generator (Small Power System) 

model  [12], [13]. 

 
Figure.3. Battery model [3]. 

 

 
Figure. 4. Wind turbine generator model [4].  

 

The corresponding Simulink™models are shown in Figs. 2 – 4. 

Note that in order to limit the model complexity, simple transfer 

functions models are used for each of these blocks in the 

controller design process. However these models still capture the 

essential power/frequency tradeoffs in such systems. Since is 

caused by the imbalance between the power generated and the 

power consumed by the load, signals in the model are first 

normalized to per-un it (pu), and then shifted to deviations 

around ‘0’ (corresponding physically  to deviations fro m nominal 

60 Hz [11]). Hence, the load variation, the SS output variation 

and WTG output variation are denoted as: ∆Pbatt, ∆Pload and 

∆Pwind respectively. These three signals are summed at the 

summing b lock in the CG model along with the CG output 

variation ∆Pgen. Note, during the charging or discharging 

periods, a battery based storage system acts as load or generation 

correspondingly. 

 

III. CONTROLLER DES IGN  

 

We use the D-K iterat ion approach for μ-synthesis controller 

design. This aims to deliver a closed-loop system with optimized 

performance in  the presence of disturbance signals whilst at the 
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same t ime retain ing robustness to system model uncertainties. In 

order to precisely specify the robustness and performance 

criteria, the first step is to decide upon the design system 

interconnection . 

 

 
Figure. 6. Plant with model uncertainties for synthesis 

design. 

 

 
 

 

IV. S IMULATION REULTS  

 

Simulink Circuit without Hybrid Filter  

PID with Battery 

 

 
 

Frequency deviation with battery storage  

 

 
 

Battery, load, generator , wind power 

 

 
 

Load & wind deviation 
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With Robust Controller & with Uncertainty: 

 

 
 

Frequency deviation with PID controller 

 

 
 

Frequency deviation,With 0%  battery 

 

 

Frequency deviation,With 3%  battery 

 

 
 

Frequency deviation,With 100%  battery 

 

 
 

10%  uncertainity in diesel geneerator mass & wind gust--

with PID 

 

 
 

10%  uncertainity in diesel generator mass & wind gust--with 

u-synthesis 
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Thermal Plant Model: 

 

 
 

  
 

Frequency deviation with MIMO μ- synthesis. 

 

 
 

Reactive power control for voltage deviations  

 

 
 

Voltage stability in system with reactive power support  

V. CONCLUS ION:  

 

In this paper, we have shown that by combining a s mall battery 

with a sophisticated robust control algorithm, one can 

significantly reduce system frequency deviation in a micro grid.  

In other words, specifying a certain allowable frequency 

deviation, the robust control approach allows us to deliver that 

Performance level whilst utilizing a smaller battery. Since 

battery- based storage systems are very expensive, this is a 

significant advantage. This new approach is much  more robust, 

and has better performance, as compared to conventional PID 

control. Our approach utilizes -synthesis for the controller 

design, and careful weight selection is crucial, to enforce good 

tradeoffs in the controller. During the controller design process, 

since the model uncertainties and system performances are 

considered at the same t ime, system robustness and performance 

is well balanced. The battery based storage system is constantly 

charged or discharged to deal with fast transients. At the same 

time it is necessary to keep the SoC around 50%, which the 

MIMO controller does. Conventional generators are slower, and 

deliver the bulk o f the power while coping with large load 

variations. The resulting closed-loop micro grid system does not 

control these devices (battery and generator) independently, but 

rather simultaneously employs the generator to handle large slow 

load transients, while utilizing the battery to smooth out fast 

transients. In this way the overall system performance of the 

micro  grid  is optimized. Finally we note that this paper focuses 

on control of real power and frequency. In future work, we p lan 

to extend the application of these tools to control of reactive 

power and voltage 

In micro grids.  
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